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H I G H L I G H T S

• Conceptual design of power-to-methane with air or oxygen sweep for biogas upgrading.

• Oxygen sweep by anode recirculation only marginally affects the system performance.

• Most biogas-upgrading systems behave similarly to the standalone power-to-methane.

• Internal methanation only beneficial at low voltage and high reactant utilization.

• Adverse effect of internal methane reforming reduced by high utilization and pressure.
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A B S T R A C T

Solid-oxide electrolyzer based power-to-methane is promising for large-scale energy storage as well as biogas
upgrading by efficiently converting intermittent renewable power and CO2 (e.g., in biogas) into synthetic me-
thane. Either air or pure oxygen can be employed in solid oxide electrolyzers for anode sweeping and thermal
management. This work investigates the optimal conceptual design of a variety of power-to-methane layouts to
(i) identify the effect of sweep-gas type on system performance and (ii) compare different concepts for biogas
upgrading. Bi-objective optimization is performed to understand the trade-off between system efficiency and
methane production with the effects of the key design variables. The results indicate that oxygen sweep only
marginally affected the system performance (6% reduction in methane production at the same system effi-
ciency). The methanation inside the electrolyzer helped achieve a higher system efficiency (over 90%) by
maintaining the electrolyzer temperature as high as possible. Unlike most biogas-upgrading systems, which
behaved similarly to the standalone power-to-methane system, with an efficiency range of 70–86%, the direct-
biogas-electrolysis performed within a wide efficiency range (52–88%) and a reduced methane yield (50% less
than the other systems operating at 70% efficiency). The detrimental methane reforming inside the electrolyzer
was limited by increasing the reactant conversion and the electrolysis pressure. The various solid-oxide elec-
trolyzer based power-to-methane concepts showed promising results for biogas upgrading applications. The
practical choice of biogas-upgrading concepts will depend on the requirement of operational flexibility to handle
variable renewable power considering different gas storage and carbon capture technologies.

1. Introduction

The intermittency of renewable energies is a major hurdle that must
be crossed to increase the penetration of renewable power [1]. To deal
with the instability of renewable power and balance the electrical grid,
excess renewable energy must be stored and redistributed to match the

demand at different time scales [2–4]. Fast and short-term balancing of
the electrical grid on the order of seconds to minutes, can be achieved
using super-capacitors and flywheels; for medium-term balancing at the
scale of minutes to hours batteries (e.g., flow batteries and Li-ion bat-
teries [5]) are the major available technology; Balancing at the scale of
a day to a few weeks depends highly on pumped hydro power plants
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[6–8], which are limited by geographic locations [9]. No mature
technology has yet been developed to store electricity for several
months at the TW h scale [7,10]. However, the concept of power-to-X,
which converts renewable power to various gases (power-to-gas
[11,12], e.g., H2, CH4 and syngas) or liquids (power-to-liquid, e.g.,
methanol and dimethyl ether) and other chemicals (power-to-chemical,
e.g., formic acid and waxes) [13], has recently gained great interest
[14]. In particular, power-to-methane (PtM) facilitates large-scale sto-
rage and transport of renewable power in the form of methane by using
the already existing natural gas infrastructure [15–17]. The European
gas grid has been estimated to already have the capacity to store the
current annual European renewable energy production (1100 TWh)
[18], which indicates that the gas grid can be seen as a large chemical
battery distributed over the entire continent. Furthermore, produced
methane can be efficiently converted back to electricity by fuel cells
[19] or used as a substitute for fossil fuels, for, e.g., the transport sector
[6,20].

Power-to-methane’s system performance depends highly on the
performance of electrolyzer used [21]. Compared with an alkaline or a
proton-exchange membrane electrolyzer, a solid oxide electrolyzer
(SOE) is advantageous due to (1) a higher electrical efficiency [22] of
steam electrolysis (SE) rather than liquid-water electrolysis, (2) CO2

electrolysis to produce CO [23], (3) direct syngas production by co-
electrolysis (CE) of steam and CO2 [24], and (4) heat-integration op-
portunity with other industrial processes. The system-performance
bottleneck of steam electrolysis is the significant amount of heat re-
quired for steam generation [25]. However, for SOE-based PtM, this
heat requirement can be largely supported (up to 80% [25]) by the heat
released from the exothermic methanation reaction. Furthermore,
properly selecting the SOE design points, may allow for thermally self-
sufficient PtM system that requires no electrical heating [21].

An SOE can be operated with or without sweep gas (air or oxygen)
at the anode channel, thus producing oxygen-enriched air or pure
oxygen as by-products [26]. Economically, when the produced oxygen
is sold at a price comparable to the market price of cryogenic oxygen, a
reduction of up to 10% of syngas cost can be achieved [27]. Prior re-
search have performed thermo-economic analysis on SOE-based PtM
systems without sweep gas [28,29]; however, the exact contribution of
the oxygen income to the price of produced methane was not men-
tioned. Thermodynamically, using a sweep gas is preferable for thermal
management of the SOE [30]. The re-circulation of anode-outlet gas can
be used to maintain adequate thermal management while still produ-
cing pure oxygen. Electrochemically, experiments have demonstrated
limited impacts on the SOE stack performance when replacing air-
sweep by oxygen-sweep [31].

Power-to-methane also requires CO2, which can be extracted from
various sources. Non-renewable sources mainly involve the 10–20 vol.
% CO2 flue gases from conventional power plants and cement plants
[32]; however, renewable sources [33], e.g., biomass (including
biogas), are more attractive to produce sustainable methane [34]. The
CO2 fraction in the streams converted from biomass can vary from
8 vol.% in flue gases to about 40 vol.% in raw biogas, and even reach
100 vol.% in fermentation processes [32], which allow less energy-in-
tensive or even the avoidance of CO2 capture (CC) [16]. Renewable-
power driven PtM can be employed to upgrade biogas to sustainable
methane for the gas-grid injection [35] with or without CC [36,37].
During biogas production, pure oxygen can be used to remove the hy-
drogen sulfide in biogas from aerobic bio-processes [38] without di-
luting the biogas (as would using air) [39], thus potentially enhancing
the economic performance of biogas production [40] if pure oxygen is
available as a by-product, e.g., from integrated PtM systems.

Within this context, this paper addresses the following two aspects
from a system perspective that are not sufficiently investigated in lit-
erature, e.g., [41,42]:

– comparative evaluation of the effect of the anode sweep or re-

circulation loop on the system performance of the SOE based PtM
systems with both steam electrolysis (SE) and co-electrolysis (CE),

– comparative evaluation of the effects of different configurations
(with or without CO2 capture, SE or CE) of biogas upgrading with
SOE-based PtM on the system performance.

As such, multi-objective optimization with heat cascade calculation
is performed for each process concept proposed to determine the op-
timal trade-off designs with respect to the overall system efficiency and
methane yield with the insights on the effects of design variables. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the investigated system
concepts are presented in Section 2 with the corresponding models of
the key components described in section 3. The optimization procedure
used to identify the trade-off is then presented in Section 4 to obtain the
results, which are presented and discussed in section 5. Finally, the
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. System concept

2.1. Power-to-methane with air and oxygen sweep

The SOE can be swept by air or pure oxygen, with the layout given
in Fig. 1. Both systems comprise an SOE, a methanator, a membrane
module for methane upgrading, a heat exchanger network, blowers and
compressors. In the SE case, the SOE produces only hydrogen and CO2

is added before entering the methanator; in the CE case, CO2 is mixed
with steam and fed into the SOE, which produces methanation-suitable
syngas. The process starts with the evaporation of de-mineralized water
that is then mixed with the recirculated product from the SOE outlet to
guarantee a reducing atmosphere with 10 vol.% H2, which is necessary
to avoid the re-oxidation of the nickel contained in the hydrogen
electrode. This mixture, i.e., the reactant feed, is further heated up to
the desired temperature by the SOE outlet gases and additional elec-
trical heating (if necessary). The reactant feed is partially reduced to H2

(and CO when CE) in the SOE. It is then cooled down and the majority
of the remaining water is separated in a flash drum. The gas mixture is
then fed into the methanator integrated with an internal evaporator.
The mixture out of the methanator is then cooled down with water
extraction before entering the membrane separation module, from
which most of the unreacted gases are sent back to the methanator.

The only difference between the air and oxygen sweep cases is the
presence of the recirculating loop at the air side of the SOE. In the air-
sweep case, the oxygen produced at the anode is evacuated by an air
flow. In the oxygen-sweep case, the anode flow of pure oxygen is re-
circulated and only used for thermal management. An over-pressure
valve is used to regulate the pressure and evacuate the oxygen surplus
originating from the oxygen generation at the anode side. The heat
available in the oxygen flow exiting the recirculating loop is utilized
within the system through the heat exchanger network.

2.2. Biogas upgrading via power-to-methane

For sustainable biogas upgrading with SOE-based PtM, dynamic
production of both biogas and renewable power has to be addressed
with corresponding buffer storage considering the slow response (load
variation) of the upgrading module. Considering the technology
readiness, capacity, and specific cost of each gas storage, it may be
more feasible to store intermediate gases (e.g., H2, CO2 or even syngas).
The sizing of the upgrading module and the required storage for a given
biogas site depends on the circumstance of the related renewable power
production, and thus cannot be discussed in a general sense.
Fortunately, the thermodynamic performances of the biogas upgrading
unit are independent of the gas storage and power supply. Therefore,
only the steady-state performance was evaluated to obtain an early
understanding of biogas upgrading via SOE-based PtM.

The four concepts for biogas upgrading with SOE-based PtM studied
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here are illustrated in Fig. 2. These concepts are different in the mode of
electrolysis (SE/CE) and chemicals to be stored (CO2, H2 or biogas): (A)
SE with CC and with CO2 buffer storage, (B) SE without CC but with H2

buffer storage, (C) CE with CC and with CO2 buffer storage, and (D) CE
without CC but with biogas buffer storage.

Many carbon capture technologies are available for biogas up-
grading, including water/organic physical/amine scrubbing, pressure
swing adsorption and membrane technology. A comparison of these
technologies in [43,44] shows that membrane technologies are ad-
vantageous in both investment cost (due to the usually small scales of
biogas production sites) and operating cost (due to reasonably low
power and maintenance services required). The major disadvantage of
membrane separation, i.e., low methane recovery (80–97%), can be
overcome by combining with a PtM system, which recovers the

remaining methane in the CO2 stream. Membrane technology shows the
best cost competitiveness for medium-scale biogas plants
(1000 Nm3 h−1 bio-methane). Therefore, membrane technology was
employed as the carbon capture unit for the system investigated in this
paper.

The system schematic for the SOE-based biogas upgrading is illu-
strated in Fig. 3. The clean biogas is first heated and sent through a
catalytic reactor to remove the contained O2. Then, the biogas is further
dried in a flash drum. Afterward, in concepts A and C, a two-stage
membrane configuration for CO2 capture is employed to ensure high
methane purity and recovery; in concepts B and D, the biogas is sent to
the PtM directly, as defined in Section 2.1 and represented in Fig. 1. For
clarity, only the air sweep case is presented in Fig. 3, but a pure O2

sweep is also possible.

Fig. 1. Flowsheet of SOE-based power-to-methane with air sweep or oxygen recirculating loop.

Fig. 2. System concepts of biogas upgrading via SOE-based PtM.
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3. Process modeling

The key components of the systems to be modeled are the SOE, the
methanator, and the membrane module, each of which has been de-
scribed in detail in [21]. The employed models, considerations, and
specifications are briefly summarized below.

– SOE: A quasi-2D model, considering electro-chemistry, mass diffu-
sion, heat transfer, and reaction kinetics that has been improved
from our previous work [21] by including chemical equilibrium in
the gas channel of the cathode. The improved SOE model was ca-
librated with the results from various experiments performed under
different conditions (temperature, pressure, and gas compositions)
of SE or CE at both cell and stack levels. The key parameters for both
cell and stack performances were estimated to achieve good agree-
ment between the simulation and experimental results [21]. The
resulting SOE model can predict with good accuracy the electrolysis
performance within wide ranges of operating variables.

– Methanator: An iso-thermal reactor with an inlet temperature of
240 °C and a fixed operating temperature of 290 °C was employed.
The methanator was integrated with an internal steam generator to
effectively extract the methanation heat, thus improving the single-
pass conversion.

– Polyimide membrane module: A 1D model with different options
of flow directions, e.g., co-flow, counter-flow or cross-flow was used.
A polyimide membrane was selected for the membrane separation
module because of its high selectivity and permeability of CH4 over
H2 and CO2 [44].

– Heat exchanger network: Vertical heat exchange based on the
composite curve (as described in [45]) was employed to estimate the
performance of the heat exchanger network. The minimum tem-
perature differences were 10 °C for liquid streams, 20 °C for low-
temperature gas streams, and 30 °C for high-temperature gas
streams.

– Remaining components: A multi-stage gas compressor, flash drum,
O2 remover, are modeled in classical ways of chemical engineering.

4. Optimization procedure for identifying trade-off designs

A well-developed process simulation and optimization platform, as
described in [21,46], was employed to investigate the impacts of

operating/design variables on the system performances. The platform
can readily couple various professional simulators (e.g., Aspen Plus and
gPROMS) to address complex processes, allows flowsheet decomposi-
tion/reuse and easy extension of technology (flowsheet) libraries,
handles mathematically-formulated heat cascade calculation and op-
timal utility selection, and couples evolutionary algorithms to optimize
individual nonlinear processes with respect to multiple objectives [46].

Two objective functions are considered in this work: the max-
imization of the methane yield in normal liters per second (NL s−1)
from the power-to-methane process with an SOE stack of 5120 cm2

active area, and the maximization of the system efficiency. The system
efficiency was defined as follows:

=η
E

E

̇
̇ ,HHV

CH ,PtM
HHV

tot

4

(1)

where EĊH ,PtM
HHV

4 is the energy (HHV, kW) stored in the methane produced
by the PtM process, and Eṫot is the total power (kW) consumed by the
entire system (including the SOE and all of the auxiliaries).

The design variables considered and their bounds are listed in
Table 1. The SOE inlet temperature was fixed at 700 °C for all cases to
give the basis of performance comparison. Within these bounds, the
SOE can operate with sweep air or pure O2. Defining reactant utilization
is not easy for CE, especially when internal methanation is involved, as
the steam is simultaneously electro-chemically converted to hydrogen
and oxygen, and catalytically consumed or produced by the water-gas
shift and methanation reactions. Therefore, an apparent utilization
factor considering only the share of electro-chemical conversion was
employed and defined as follows:

�
=U I

nṄ
,F

R (2)

where UF is the electro-chemical utilization factor, I the total current in
A, n is the number of electrons exchanged during the electro-chemical
processes (i.e., =n 2 for H2O and CO2 reduction), ṄR is the molar flow
of reactant (only H2O and CO2) in mol s−1, and � is the Faraday
constant (96,485 Cmol−1). For membrane-based separation, the area of
each module was not specified but determined by the specified target of
the methane purity (i.e., 96 vol.%). Given the inlet temperature, pres-
sure, utilization factor and steam/sweep feed flow rates, the operating
current density, voltage and outlet temperature of the SOE were de-
termined iteratively. If the outlet temperature of a solution was over

Fig. 3. System schematic for biogas upgrading via SOE-based PtM with the CC in the yellow block and PtM in the blue block (extended from [21]). The schematic can
be adapted to establish the four concepts mentioned above. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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820 °C or below 580 °C (rarely the case), indicated a temperature dif-
ference inside the stack of over 120 °C, a penalty was assigned to dis-
card this solution during the optimization run. After the multi-objective
optimization, a set of Pareto-optimal solutions were obtained, which
revealed the trade-off between the two considered objective functions.
With the Pareto front, the impacts of the listed decision variables on the
objective functions can be identified to assist the selection of operating/
design variables.

5. Results and discussions

It was shown [21] that, for a given SOE hardware, the system effi-
ciency decreases as the methane yield increases (current density). This
is mainly caused by the increase in voltage (over-potential) that occurs
with an increase in current density, which results in the change of the
electro-chemical performance, plant-wise heat integration, and stack
cooling requirement. Detailed explanations have been discussed by
[21] for the air-sweep case as defined in Fig. 1. The Pareto fronts ob-
tained in this study follow similar trends.

5.1. The effects of oxygen sweep

Although the methane yield with respect to the system efficiency
presented a similar trend for both the air- and oxygen-sweep, the
oxygen-sweep cases generally showed lower performances than the air-
sweep cases (6% reduction of methane yield), as shown in Fig. 4. For
the SE, oxygen sweep slightly lowered the methane yield when system
efficiency was below 80%; above that efficiency, the methane yields for
both air- and oxygen-sweep cases were almost equal. For CE, the me-
thane production using oxygen sweep was slightly lower until 87%
efficiency, above which the methane yield was enhanced to the same
level as the air-sweep cases. The sweep type (whether air or oxygen)
had only a limited impact on the electrolysis performance at system
efficiencies and almost no impact at higher efficiencies. Therefore,
practically, the selection of sweep type depends on the economic

assessment by considering (1) the additional income related to the sale
of the oxygen produced and (2) the potential extra cost related to the
handling of pure oxygen especially at high temperature (i.e., highly
oxidant atmosphere). A detailed analysis of the corresponding varia-
tions of design variables for both the SE and CE cases is presented in the
next sections.

5.1.1. Insight on the steam-electrolysis cases
The evolution of selected operating parameters with respect to the

system efficiency is presented in Fig. 5. Despite similar Pareto fronts
(Fig. 4), the air- and oxygen-sweep cases had different optimal oper-
ating conditions, especially below 85% efficiency.

For both cases presented in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the maximum me-
thane yield corresponds to the lowest efficiency and the highest sweep
feed. A high methane yield requires a high current density, which re-
sults in a high operating voltage and thus more heat released in the
stack to be extracted by an increased sweep gas. The oxygen sweep flow
rate was consistently higher than the air-sweep case, excepted when the
efficiency dropped below 75%. In this region, the air-sweep case em-
ployed the maximum sweep-gas flow rate considered, whereas the flow
rate was only gently reduced with a decreasing voltage in the oxygen-
sweep case. As no extra cooling can be provided in the air-sweep case,
the voltage was limited to approximately 1.45 V (below the upper
bound, 1.5 V). As the efficiency increased from 71% to 75% (77%) for
the air- (oxygen-) sweep case, respectively, the average cell voltage
decreased to a bend (Fig. 5(e) and (f)) that also corresponded to the
maximum sweep flow rate considered. This marks the transition from a
region where the reactant flow rate decreased more sharply than the
sweep flow rate to the inverted situation. When the sweep gas could not
be adjusted any more, the stack cooling relied mainly on the reactant
flow. Any increase in the applied current (thus internal heat release)
was addressed by an additional increase in the reactant flow (thus a
decrease in reactant utilization). This emphasizes the importance of the
anode sweep gas on the thermal management and performance of the
SOE stack.

Below about 76% efficiency, the reactant utilization of the oxygen-
sweep case was rather low (50%), resulting in high heat demand for
steam generation. This increase in heat demand could be fulfilled by
increasing the methanation pressure, which could (1) improve the heat-
recovery potential in the stream exiting the methanator and (2) pro-
mote the methane production thus increasing the heat released per
pass. In the air-sweep case, the methanation pressure slowly increased
from 7 to 10 bar as the system efficiency decreased from 76 to 71%
(Fig. 5(d)). In this efficiency range, the reactant conversion was higher
and the reactant feed was lower for the air-sweep case, compared with
the oxygen-sweep case (Fig. 5(b) and (a)). The heat demand in the air
sweep case was thus lower than that in the oxygen-sweep case, and the
methanator pressure did not need to be excessively increased as was
necessary for the oxygen-sweep case.

The reactant conversion increased nearly linearly from 48% (38%)
for the air (oxygen) sweep case, to an upper limit of 80%, which was
reached at 85% efficiency in both cases (Fig. 5(a) and (b)). The reactant

Table 1
Decision variablesa and bounds.

Variable Bounds Variable Ranges

SOE pressure 1–30 bar METH reactor pressure 2–30 bar
SOE utilization factorb 30–80% METH permeate pressure 0.5–10 bar

SOE steam feed flow rate 0.5–15 sccm cm−2 CC feed pressure 6–10 bar
SOE sweep air flow ratec 0.1–40 sccm cm−2 CC permeate pressure 0.5–3 bar

a The SOE inlet temperature is fixed at 700 °C with a maximum allowed temperature difference inside the stack of 120 °C (derived from practical
applications).

b The utilization factor is defined as the share of inlet reactants (H2O and/or CO2) converted electro-chemically, which is also referred to as electro-
chemical utilization factor.

c When sweep-air flow rate is set as 0.1 sccm cm−2, the SOE is operated under pure O2 production.

Fig. 4. Methane yield with respect to the system efficiency for SE and CE cases
with air and oxygen sweep.
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conversion was lower in the oxygen-sweep case at efficiencies below
80% to counterbalance the higher concentration over-potential due to
the operation with pure oxygen (Fig. 5(a)). At 80% efficiency, the
methane yield and efficiency were the same for the air- and oxygen-
sweep cases, although the voltage was 30mV higher for the oxygen-
sweep case. Furthermore, the total power consumed by the PtM system
was equal for both the air- and oxygen-sweep cases (Fig. 5(d) and (c)).
This suggests that the power consumed by the auxiliaries was smaller in
the oxygen- than in the air-sweep case and compensates for the higher
losses relative to higher operating voltages. In the efficiency range of
76–84%, the methanator pressure was approximately 2.6 and 7 times
higher than the SOE pressure was in the oxygen- and air-sweep case,
respectively. Thus the compression work for the methanator in the
oxygen-sweep case was less than that of the air-sweep case. However,
the air-sweep case presented a lower SOE pressure, which can be ad-
vantageous as the close-to-atmospheric-pressure SOE may become

commercially available earlier than the pressurized SOE. The metha-
nator pressure can be as low as below 6 bar for both the air- and
oxygen- sweep cases.

The methane production dropped drastically at efficiencies above
85% efficiency, whereas the methanator and SOE pressures were equal
and increased remarkably with the increasing efficiency (Figs. 4, 5(c)
and (d)). The SOE pressure was increased to improve the mass diffu-
sion, which became critical to reach high reactant conversion at a low
reactant-feed flow rate. Consequently, the methanation pressure was
elevated to remain above the electrolysis pressure, thus avoiding
throttling or additional expansion. A large drop of the SOE outlet
temperature was also observed (Fig. 5(e) and (f)), due to the decrease of
internally generated heat in the stack with decreased voltage and thus
improved electrochemical performance (Fig. 5(e) and (f)). Therefore,
no sweep gas was needed for additional stack cooling (Fig. 5(a) and
(b)). In this region, the system performances were limited by the

Fig. 5. Insights of the Pareto solutions in steam electrolysis.
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reactant conversion and operating voltage. To keep a high stack tem-
perature at a voltage below the thermoneutral voltage, sweep gas could
be used as a heat source to carry heat from other industrial processes to
the stack as suggested by [30].

5.1.2. Insight on the co-electrolysis cases
Similarly to the SE cases, the Pareto fronts of the oxygen- and air-

sweep cases of the CE cases were similar (Fig. 4) but showed a different
evolution of the system operating conditions with respect to the system
efficiency, as presented in Fig. 6.

For the designs with an efficiency below 83%, the air-sweep cases
showed a higher methanator pressure and a lower SOE pressure when
compared with the oxygen-sweep cases (Fig. 6(c) and (d)). The pressure
ratio between the SOE and methanator for the oxygen-sweep case was

lower, similar to the results obtained for the SE cases for efficiency
above 76%. However, unlike the oxygen-sweep SE case (Fig. 5(c)), the
methanator pressure of the oxygen-sweep CE case did not rise as the
efficiency decreased (Fig. 6(c)) but rather stabilized at around 7–8 bar.
This is due to the decreased heat demand for steam generation as the
CO methanation reaction (3H2+CO→ CH4+H2O, = −HΔ 206r 298

0 kJ
mol−1) dominates in CE cases rather than CO2 methanation
(4H2+CO2→ CH4+ 2H2O, = −HΔ 165r 298

0 kJ mol−1), thus (1) a
smaller amount of hydrogen (steam and heat) is needed for the same
methane yield, and (2) CO methanation is more exothermic with more
heat available to support steam generation [28].

Unlike the SE cases (Fig. 5(e) and (f)), the SOE outlet temperature
did not drop when the voltage approached or dropped below the
thermoneutral voltage (Fig. 6(e) and (f)). This is due to the internal

Fig. 6. Insights of the Pareto solutions with co-electrolysis.
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methanation promoted under pressurized conditions. Starting from the
designs of around 83% efficiency, the SOE pressure became sufficiently
high to generate a significant fraction of methane inside the stack
(Fig. 6(c) and (d)), thus releasing sufficient heat to compensate for the
heat needed by the endothermal operation. The maintained SOE tem-
perature allowed a further decrease in the voltage, thus increasing the
system efficiency above 90% (higher than the SE cases).

When internal methanation became preferred (i.e., above 83% ef-
ficiency), the outlet methane fraction in the oxygen-sweep case was
higher than that of the air-sweep case at the same efficiency with a
similar reactant feed (Fig. 6(a) and (b)). This is the consequence of
higher SOE pressure in the oxygen-sweep case (Fig. 6(c) and (d)), which
shifts the thermodynamic equilibrium towards methane formation. In-
ternal methanation thus became a source of heat as well as steam,
improving the electrochemical performance with enhanced mass dif-
fusion, thus compensating for the increased over-potential related to
the oxygen partial pressure. The oxygen-sweep CE case always required
sweep gas, even at very high efficiencies (Fig. 6(a)); however, for the
air-sweep case above 83% efficiency, no sweep gas was needed. This is
due to the difference in the system layouts. In the air-sweep case
(Fig. 1), sweep air is taken from the atmosphere and compressed to the
SOE pressure, whereas in the oxygen-sweep case (Fig. 1), the sweep is
re-circulated, thus requiring less compression work for the same
amount of sweep gas. The extraction of excess heat from internal me-
thanation by sweep gas can be at almost no cost in the oxygen-sweep
case but is punished largely by the gas compression in the air-sweep
case. Therefore, the sweep-gas re-circulation becomes particularly in-
teresting for thermal management of the stack under pressurized op-
eration.

5.2. Biogas upgrading via solid-oxide electrolyzer based power-to-methane

It has been concluded in the above sections that there were no
substantial differences between the air- and oxygen-sweep cases.
Therefore, only air-sweep was considered in this section.

The trade-offs between the methane yield and system efficiency are
illustrated in Fig. 7 for all cases. The performances of the SE concepts A
and B were very similar to each other, particularly before the turning
points of each front, and were in line with the results of Section 2.1 and
those found by [21]. Concept B performed slightly better when the
system efficiency was over 83%. The CE concept C also presented si-
milar performances than the one reported in section 2.1 but the concept
D shows a quite different profile. The CE concepts C and D generated
less methane at the same system efficiency, especially concept D with
direct CE of biogas (50% less than the other system operating at 70%
efficiency). However, concepts C and D allowed designs with much
higher efficiency than those of the concepts A and B (around 4 per-
centage points higher). Concept D allowed system designs/operating
points with a wide range of efficiency, 50–88%. When the system ef-
ficiency of concept C was below 78%, the Pareto front nearly

overlapped with that of concepts A and B; however, at system effi-
ciencies above 78%, a drop in terms of total methane (both bio-me-
thane and synthetic methane) production occurred. As concepts A and B
did not show major differences than the SE cases discussed in Section
2.1 and [21], only concepts C and D are further discussed below.

5.2.1. Insight on concepts C and D
The profiles of most decision variables in concept C with respect to

the system efficiency (Fig. 8(a) and (b)) were similar to those of the air-
sweep CE case (Fig. 6(b) and (d)) but were shifted to a lower efficiency
due to the additional electricity consumption related to the CC. The
increase in the SOE pressure was more important in the concept C than
in the air-sweep CE PtM case, when a comparable efficiency range is
considered, 80–86% and 83–89%, respectively. The internal methana-
tion reaction was thus increased in the concept C, allowing the methane
molar fraction to reach over 15% for the designs with the highest ef-
ficiency. The heat released from the internal methanation was absorbed
by the electro-chemical reactions and prevented the drops of the SOE
temperature and performance, as explained in Section 2.1.

For concept D (Fig. 8(c) and (d)) pressurized stack operation over
10 bar (Fig. 8(d)) was preferred to reduce or prevent the reforming of
bio-methane inside the stack within the efficiency range 70–88%. Due
to the extra cooling offered by the bio-methane fed into the stack, the
designs with almost no sweep air shifted to lower efficiency. The sweep-
air flow rate and the internal reforming of bio-methane, i.e., the two
major stack-cooling abilities, increased with the rising voltage to avoid
overheating the stack. However, the internal reforming rate of the bio-
methane must be well controlled to ensure that the stack temperature
remains as high as possible to achieve the best electro-chemical per-
formance. Particularly, for a low reactant utilization, the SOE pressure
should be elevated to prevent excessive bio-methane reforming. Above
73% efficiency, the cooling from sweep air was no longer needed, as the
voltage dropped too low to maintain the high stack temperatures ne-
cessary to further enhance the system efficiency. Thus, internal me-
thanation was favored at a low voltage, as presented in Section 5.1.2.
Along with the increase in the system efficiency, the preferred SOE
pressure was found to decrease with an increase in reactant utilization
to properly control the internal methane reforming for a preferred stack
temperature. Considering the internal methanation reaction
(4H2+CO2↔ CH4+ 2H2O, = −HΔ 165r 298

0 kJ mol−1), the reaction
rate can be effectively controlled by varying the partial pressures be-
tween the reactants and products by increasing (a) the reactant utili-
zation and (b) the total pressure. Factor (a) might have more influence
than the factor (b), since a high reactant utilization reduces the partial
pressure of H2O and simultaneously increases that of H2, which can
strongly enhance the driving force for CH4 production. Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 8, even a high SOE pressure was needed to avoid ex-
cessive steam reforming with a low reactant utilization, whereas a low
SOE pressure can promote internal methanation with a high reactant
utilization.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the thermodynamic performance (Pareto fronts) of the four concepts (A–CC & SE; B–only SE; C–CC & CE; D–only CE).
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However, the concept D likely provides the least profitable concept
due to the much lower methane yield and higher operational com-
plexity required to properly control the internal methane-steam-re-
forming. The concept C showed a lower methane yield than the con-
cepts A and B between 77% and about 83%, but can reach higher
efficiency and may reduce the methanator size due to internal metha-
nation. Thus, the selection among the concepts A, B, and C, depends
mainly on an economic evaluation considering the costs of the CC,
methanator, and gas storage necessary to accommodate the mismatch
between the biogas production and renewable power supply.

6. Conclusion

A multi-objective optimization platform and calibrated component
models were used to investigate and compare the optimal design points
of: (1) solid-oxide electrolyzer based power-to-methane systems con-
sidering both steam- and co-electrolysis operation with oxygen- and air-
sweep and (2) four biogas-upgrading concepts via solid-oxide electro-
lyzer based power-to-methane covering steam- or co-electrolysis with
or without carbon capture. The main conclusions include:

– Oxygen-sweep only marginally affects the methane yield of the
power-to-methane system (6% reduction of methane yield for the
same system efficiency). The re-circulation of the oxygen sweep
could even be profitable under high electrolysis pressure, compared
to the air-sweep cases, as sweep-gas re-circulation reduced the re-
quired compression work.

– Independent from sweep-gas type, a similar trade-off between
system efficiency and methane yield was found for both steam- and
co-electrolysis cases. The highest efficiency (90%) was reached with

co-electrolysis at the cost of a reduced methane yield (only about
25% of the maximum achievable methane yield), while steam-
electrolysis was preferred at a lower efficiency range (82–86%).

– To achieve a high system efficiency, high reactant utilization and
stack pressure were favored with small reactant and sweep-gas feeds
and low current density (voltage). Under such conditions, internal
methanation provides an internal heat source to maintain high stack
temperature at a low voltage and an internal steam source to en-
hance mass diffusion at a high reactant utilization.

– The biogas upgrading concepts in steam-electrolysis with and
without carbon capture and in co-electrolysis with carbon capture
behaved similarly with those of the corresponding power-to-me-
thane systems only with maximal efficiency of 83%, 84%, and 86%,
respectively, about 3 to 4 percentage points lower than those of the
power-to-methane systems alone.

– The direct biogas co-electrolysis case produced less synthetic me-
thane (50% less than the other system operating at 70% efficiency)
but can reach even higher system efficiency (over 87%). The adverse
effect of internal methane reforming on the system efficiency could
be reduced by increasing the reactant utilization and electrolysis
pressure. However, despite requiring no carbon capture and only
biogas storage, direct biogas upgrading is probably the least favored
concept.

Solid-oxide electrolyzer based power-to-methane system applied to
biogas upgrading was shown to be promising for efficiently storing
renewable energy. A thermo-economic analysis of the various concepts
proposed should be performed to evaluate their economic feasibility.
The focus should be set on the design/sizing of the gas storage (buffer)
for maximizing the availability of the systems and on the evaluation of

Fig. 8. Insights of the Pareto solutions with system efficiency over 70% for the co-electrolysis concepts.
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the potential benefit of pure oxygen production especially within the
context of biogas upgrading where oxygen can be used for desulfur-
ization.
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